Law and Economics, Park, Sae Il, Jan. 31, 2017

Prior to making an analysis and recommendation for this book, Law and Economics, readers may better to understand his short life and some valuable achievement of the recently demised author, Park, Sea il, as one of crucial reformers, a precursor and contributor of Korean government reform movement from the early 90s which is still on-going.
Ex-Prof. Park is well-known for one of inauguration members of Gyoung-Sil-Ryun, (Korean) Council of Economic Justice and Practice in English (hearafter CEJP). CEJP, its background and beginning initiatives wholesomely lie on following. Until the early 90s, though Korea Gov. pronounced new Constitution, esp. in Policy Science sphere, there was overshadowing pessimism for lack of subsequent Gov. and civil reform efforts and simultaneous plethora of radical rhetoric urging political revolutionary action instead, for long military dictatorship and politico-economic coercion by a few family Cartels, each called 멙ae-bul� in Korean, so that  there was glowing needs amidst intellectuals and academics hoping set-out of workable and enforceable social interest group(s) to bridge foreseeable policy gap(s) between new Constitution and the pollutive oligarchic market dynamics, and also to rectify comprehensive economic justice thru the fresh reform process (Azoramiento eg.). The author had seamlessly contributed his pain and sweat to introduce theories of Law and Economics, with his provident academic postulations to the extent that he can embed this erudite Scottish enlightenment philosophy into the hotbed of revamped Korean democracy from the stretch of CEJP, until his demise in Jan. this year. Amidst those conglomerates, some business groups, like Samsung, LG, SK, and other else, were rather interested in this Gov. reform and civil movement because of their superior policy literacy, feasibility in business field(s), and indulgence on meritocracy, all of which are still arguable for their big-banged asset value via eyebrow-whirling rapid social engineering and, most of all, their opportunism (Agency cost theory cf.). From the preamble and the first chapter of this book, as the author had already felt the co-existence of opportunism and possibility of in/consequent moral corruption by socio-economic development from this philosophy, he rather stressed Wigismic understanding, circumscribeed impolitic adore for civil democracy, and also reserved his splendid heart and support for the reform action(s), as if he reached the prophecy of crisis of common and tried to keep his energy up to the last resort, since his idea hopefully rooted on 멙uventus Mundi�, close to 멊up-Go-Chang-Sin� in Korean, as a professor.
All the rest are same about the Western: French and UK, Rationalismic conventions, such as Statue (law cf.) and Common law (cases incld.), Contract law, Property law (condemnation and perfection cf.), and Tort, esp. anti-fraud act, im/punitive damage and indemnity, course of legal actions and extent/recourse of a responsibility/right upon decision science � and bilateralism (version 2.0) of Austrian school. If NPM: New Public Management is based on namely Westminster model, his JES: Jura Et Economia Scotia, is still requesting enough force for Confederacy and well-being of 'Staat's.

Farewell, Prof. Park.

